Phone Clone — Moving Phone Data at the Touch of a Button

When switching to a new phone, one of the biggest headaches is moving the data from the old
phone to the new phone. This is especially true for moving data between phones from different
manufacturers using different systems.
When switching phones, most people use their SD card. They first move their data to an SD card
and then take the SD card from their old phone and put it in their new phone. The most difficult
part of this process is finding all the contacts and pictures on your old phone and it's pretty easy to
miss some. In addition, using Bluetooth to export everything is extremely slow. If the pictures
stored on your phone are high resolution, it can take a whole afternoon and be really time
consuming.
After trying Bluetooth, phone assistants, and similar methods, I feel like the Huawei Phone Clone
app is the most reliable and worry-free. If you have two phones with Phone Clone installed on
them, you can choose to move data without using any of your mobile data and avoid repeating
setup operations.
Phone Clone is not limited by brands or models of old phones. It's faster and far outpaces
Bluetooth. Hundreds of megabytes of data can be easily dealt with in just a few minutes.
Download the Phone Clone app, set the phone you used in the past as the Old phone, and set the
phone you just bought as the New phone.

On the old phone, touch the icon that appears representing the new phone, enter the Wi-Fi network
password provided by the new phone, and touch to connect. After connecting, choose that you
want to send data.
The old phone will send data and the new phone will receive the data. You just need to wait for the
data transfer to finish.

Previously, importing data required you to spend many hours waiting. Now, with the powerful and
easy-to-use Phone Clone app, you can save time and be worry-free.

